Hello Junior Church, Our next parable is the story
of the Prodigal Son.; the son who was extravagant
and lavish with his inheritance. His spending was
prodigious! But he came to his senses, turned from
his wasteful ways, was forgiven and was received
back into his Father’s arms. Luke 15 : 11-32
Luke
15:32

“…we had to celebrate and be glad
because this brother of yours was
dead and is alive again; was lost
and is found.”
Colour and cut out pictures of prodigal son and Father

Instructions for 3D picture of the Prodigal Son
You need:
copy craft
scissors
glue
coloured pens
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Help the Son find his way home
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What to do:
1. Colour the pictures of the Father and the son and cut them out. Colour the
ring and robe.
2. Cut out the two large rectangles and fold along lines as shown
3. Cut along snip lines on the green/blue rectangle to make tabs. Fold the tabs
forwards and backwards then back into place.
4. Fold the sides forwards reversing previous fold. As you fold push the tabs
forward as far as it will go so the tab lies under the fold.
5. Put glue on the front of each tab and stick the son on the left and the Father
on the right.
6. Glue the blank sides of the 2 rectangles together so the fold lines of each
rectangle match. DO NOT GLUE THE TABS
7. With the picture of the Father & son facing you fold the gates inward so they
close. When they open you should see a 3D picture of the Father welcoming his
son home just like God the Father welcomes his repentant children.

fold back

snip lines

fold lines

fold back and snip for tabs

fold back and snip for tabs

Welcome Home

